MINI CARE GUIDE

INTRO
This guide covers The
Residence Collection
recommendation for
maintaining your windows
and doors. If all guidance
is followed correctly, your
windows and doors should
maintain our premium finish
and operate smoothly.
This guide covers
maintenance, operating
and factors to consider
to increase the lifespan
of your windows.
The Residence Collection
was purposefully designed
for modern living. Easy to
maintain and with intelligent
features such as an
‘easy-clean’ frame
rebate, there is virtually no
maintenance; no painting,
sanding or staining required.

CARING FOR YOUR
NEW WINDOWS & DOORS
CLEANING SASH,
FRAME & CILLS
We recommend using warm
soapy water (your usual soap
detergent should do) with
a soft cloth, nothing harsh
or abrasive, on the frames
& cills. Simply wipe with the
warm water and dry with a
clean, dry, soft cloth.
No maintenance required!
No toxic paints, primers,
preservatives or fungicides
are needed to keep your
windows looking fresh!
‘EASY CLEAN’ REBATES

CLEANING
PLEASE REMOVE
ANY JEWELLERY
FROM YOUR HANDS
OR WRISTS BEFORE
CLEANING YOUR
WINDOWS AND
DOORS TO PREVENT
ANY SCRATCHES.

Intelligently designed with
an ‘Easy-Clean’ frame
rebate. Open your windows
or doors and simply wipe
clean, no sharp corners or
deep grooves attracting dirt.
To activate ‘Easy Clean’
mode push both black slide
buttons (top and bottom)
towards the corner and
slide the sash away from
the corner.

GLASS CLEANING
For the best finish use a
household window cleaner
and soft cloth. Make sure
the cloth is free of stones or
debris to prevent scratching
the glass. The best way to
keep it streak free is to use a
squeegee, its fast and leaves
glass super clear! Wash from
top to bottom to avoid drips.
Bonus tip – wash windows on
a cloudy day! The sun can
prematurely dry windows
adding streaks.
HARDWARE
To ensure optimum
performance, hinges,
locking mechanisms and
handles will require periodic
lubrication. One drop of
a light machine oil (e.g
WD40/3-in-1 oil) is plenty,
wipe away any excess. Be
careful to not get any oil on
the main profile.
Wipe clean tracks for hinges
to keep them dirt free and
moving freely.
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